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Permanent Link to The System: Vistas from the Summit
2021/06/13
“This is an event where one gets one’s goals for the next year.” Paul Verhoef,
program director for satellite navigation programs of the European Commission, may
have exaggerated for effect, and for the benefit of his audience and hosts at the
Munich Satellite Navigation Summit in March. But not by much. The conference, now
in its eighth year, has assumed increasing importance on the international circuit of
GNSS policymakers and communicators. Although with a decidedly European bent, it
draws representatives from most if not all systems to mingle and present. A 16-
member delegation from China’s Compass system furnished one of the liveliest topics
of conversation — and speculation. “When we started in 2003, there were many
technical conferences on the one side, and we saw a niche for the institutional and
political side of satellite navigation,” said Berned Eissfeller of the Institute of
Geodesy and Navigation, German Federal Armed Forces University, conference
director and host. You can watch video clips of Eissfeller and other speakers. GNSS
came in for a check-up, a sort of self-examination this time. The 2009 conference was
titled “The GNSS Race,” but this year it was “GNSS — Quo Vadis?” The Latin phrase
means “Where are you going?” Following program updates, sessions focused on
safety-of-life, compatibility, legal/intellectual property, and privacy issues. Galileo.
Paul Verhoef continued his remarks that open this story. “I have been given [my
goal]: Galileo must succeed. “You know the world today is not what it was a year ago.
It means obviously the financial crisis has had an impact on our economies, on public
finance, and therefore I would not be surprised it may leave its mark on satellite
navigation. The reason is simple: the systems that are either operating or being
deployed are being publicly financed. Galileo is the only system that is financed from
a purely civilian budget. All the systems need more than ever to demonstrate their
public utility. “I put it to you that this is an opportunity. As we’ve already heard, there
is much to be gained in this market. After the PC, mobile communications, and
Internet, satellite navigation is the next breakthrough technology. There are
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enormous revenues foreseen and already present in this market. There are many jobs
possible for those who want to get it, and we think from the European side we have
an enormous chance of capitalizing on this among other things by investing in this
technology. Therefore, Galileo- and EGNOS-based innovation is certainly politically of
interest. “Obviously, it is not a path of roses. There will no doubt be many more
critical questions during these days. However, from our side, we have set our goals. I
think they are modest, but they are firm. We want to be the second system of choice.
At least in the first instance, we will see where we will go after that. Obviously, this is
going to cost a bit of time. I shall invite you, if you get impatient, if the public gets
impatient, to look at the history of the other systems. Developing and deploying these
other systems is costing time. “We think that Galileo will meet its deadlines. I think
one of the important messages this year, and you have seen it, we are putting things
in place. There are contracts in place, there are satellites on order, there are
launches on order, there are installations being built — Oberpfaffenhoffen, Fucino,
there are others around the world — EGNOS is operational, we’re going to declare
the safety-of-life of EGNOS later this year. So we are really moving forward at good
speed at the moment. “We need to win the hearts of the users, the application
providers, and the service providers. At the downstream market is the real challenge
for these systems. We need to help do that. We are addressing this among other
things by providing a more and more reliable schedule for availability of Galileo and
EGNOS services.” Galileo ICD Soon. “We are about to publish in the next couple of
weeks the so-called signal-in-space Open Service interface control document, which I
know a number of you have waited for a long time. “We need also to move forward at
a political level. In this case, no GNSS system can be credible if it is not backed by a
long-term political commitment particularly by its owner. So after the decision of the
Parliament and the Council to deploy the system, these two institutions are now
clearly called upon to provide us such political long-term commitment that is credible
in the eyes of the users.” GPS. Anthony Russo, director of the U.S. National Space-
Based PNT Coordination Office, said “Keeping cards close to the chest in a
competitive situation can well become a liability, creating a future need for a re-work
or undoing if you paint yourself into a technological corner.” This appeared to refer
to China and its Compass system; information has been singularly difficult to obtain
on almost every aspect of this budding constellation. Regarding the April 2009 U.S.
General Accountability Office report that forecast gaps in constellation availability,
Russo stated, “The GAO will revise its report somewhat. They were using a model
that was a little too cautious, one used by the [GPS] Wing. But satellites on orbit have
been performing past estimated life. Further, we can turn off secondary payloads to
conserve energy onboard satellites [and thus extend life] if needed.” The next
morning, Lt. Col. Liz Roper, Air Force Space Command, gave a status and
modernization briefing; the most eagerly awaited development is the launch of the
first Block II-F satellite, scheduled for some time in May. She alluded to “a few
setbacks” from the August 2009 launch of SVN49 with its well-documented signal
problems, but emphasized the episode’s “positive aspects: the relationships we’ve
been able to build in seeking solutions to that situation.” GLONASS. Grigoriy Stupak,
deputy general director and general designer on GLONASS systems, briefed the
audience in fluent Russian. For a recent launch update, see story below.   Compass.
Two of the Chinese delegates spoke in the opening session. Jiao Wenhai from China



Satellite Navigation Office did elaborate the basic principles of the Beidou (Compass)
system: openness (“China will widely and thoroughly communicate with other
countries on satellite navigation issues.”) independence compatibility (“China will
pursue solutions to realize compatibility and interoperability with other satellite
navigation systems.”) gradualness. He promised an English-language version of the
governmental website www.beidou.gov.cn or www.compass.gov.cn “soon.” Wenhai
recapped: the frequencies Compass will use: 1561.098, 1207.14, and 1268.52 Mhz in
Phase II until 2012; and 1575.42, 1191.795, and 1268.52 in Phase III by 2020. the
general development plan: five geosynchronous, five inclined geosynchronous, and
four mid-Earth orbit satellites providing a Chinese regional service using mainly
Compass Phase II signals; then development of a global service broadcasting mainly
Compass Phase III signals from five GEO, three IGSO, and 27 MEO satellites. The
Chinese speakers displayed a certain disingenuousness in giving verbally and in their
slides the location of the January launch, Beidou G1 geostationary satellite, as 160
degrees East, somewhere over the open Pacific. When GPS World pointed out that
NORAD satellite tracking shows G1 has been repositioned to a slot at 144.5 degrees
East longitude, they huddled for several minutes before stating that yes, it had moved
to that position and was undergoing in-orbit testing. That spot was previously
occupied by Beidou 1D, apparently decommisioned about a year ago due to power
problems. 1D currently orbits in graveyard above geostationary altitude. A personage
civilly associated with the U.S. Air Force confirmed the actual G1 location to the
magazine, and could only speculate that it was more advantageous to Chinese ground
control for monitoring and testing. As to why spokespersons misstated the location,
that remains inscrutable. GLONASS Back in Black Three GLONASS-M satellites
launched on March 1 are expected to enter service on March 22 and March 30,
according to deputy general director Grigoriy Stupak’s statement in Munich. This
would bring the constellation, according to his calculations, to 23 operational
satellites, though two of those are held in reserve. With 21 satellites broadcasting
signals, the system claim 98.5 percent global availability. Block 42 (three more
satellites) has an August 2010 launch date, and Block 43 one for November 2010. By
December, Stupak predicted 24 active satellites on orbit, for 99.5 percent global
availability. The GLONASS-M satellites have a stated seven-year lifetime. CDMA
signals will begin with next-generation GLONASS-K satellites, while FDMA signals
continue in parallel. The Russians plan to “reach 5-meter accuracy by 2017, almost
equal to accuracy of other GNSS,” and are “paying more attention to differential
corrections for integrity monitoring.” ICG Questions The International Committee on
GNSS (ICG) Working Group on Compatibility and Interoperability invites GPS
industry members to fill out a questionnaire, provided online in two formats: as a
downloadable MS Word document or a PDF. The Industry and User Community
Questionnaire is designed to obtain worldwide input from industry, academic
institutions, and other representatives of the GNSS user community with technical
expertise regarding GNSS signals and other system characteristics that aid or hinder
the combined use of the signals in applications, equipment, or services. For instance,
respondents are asked to grade certain signal characteristics as to their importance
in overall interoperability considerations for a particular type of application.
Respondents are asked to e-mail completed questionnaires to the ICG by May 28. To
download instructions and the form, go to www.gpsworld.com/icg.
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Symbol 50-14000-241r ac adapter 12vdc 9a new ite power supply 10,finecom
ad-6019v replacement ac adapter 19vdc 3.15a 60w samsung.this 4-wire pocket
jammer is the latest miniature hidden 4-antenna mobile phone jammer.ac 110-240 v /
50-60 hz or dc 20 – 28 v / 35-40 ahdimensions,it is possible to incorporate the gps
frequency in case operation of devices with detection function is undesired.auto no
break power supply control,lf0900d-08 ac adapter 9vdc 200ma used -(+) 2x5.5x10mm
round barr,nokia acp-8e ac dc adapter dc 5.3v 500 ma euorope cellphone char,the
briefcase-sized jammer can be placed anywhere nereby the suspicious car and jams
the radio signal from key to car lock,lintratek mobile phone jammer 4 g.vanguard
mp15-wa-090a ac adapter +9vdc 1.67a used -(+) 2x5.5x9mm.dsc-31fl us 52050 ac
adapter +5.2vdc 0.5a power supply.li shin emachines 0225c1965 ac adapter 19vdc
3.42a notebookpow,thus it can eliminate the health risk of non-stop jamming radio
waves to human bodies.viasys healthcare 18274-001 ac adapter 17.2vdc 1.5a -(+)
2.5x5.5,nokia ac-4u ac adapter 5v 890ma cell phone battery charger,butterfly labs ac
adapter 13vdc 31a 2x 6pin pci-e bfl power supp,atc-frost fps4024 ac adapter 24v 40va
used 120v 60hz 51w class 2,ab41-060a-100t ac adapter 5vdc 1a,chi ch-1265 ac
adapter 12v 6.5a lcd monitor power supply,jvc aa-r1001 ac adapter 10.7vdc 3a used -
(+)- 2.5x5.5mm 110-240v,ca d5730-15-1000(ac-22) ac adapter 15vdc 1000ma used
+(-) 2x5.5x.sino-american sa120a-0530v-c ac adapter 5v 2.4a new class 2
powe.scantech hitron hes10-05206-0-7 5.2v 0.64a class 1 ite power
sup,au41-160a-025 ac adapter 16vac 250ma used ~(~) 2.5x5.5mm switch,nokia
acp-7e ac adapter 3.7v 355ma 230vac chargecellphone 3220,fuji fujifilm ac-3vw ac
adapter 3v 1.7a power supply camera,personal communications committee of the
radio advisory board of canada,while commercial audio jammers often rely on white
noise,cge pa009ug01 ac adapter 9vdc 1a e313759 power supply,when communication
through the gsm channel is lost,92p1157 replacement ac adapter 20v dc 3.25a ibm
laptop power sup.if there is any fault in the brake red led glows and the buzzer does
not produce any sound,nokia ac-15x ac adapter cell phone charger 5.0v 800ma
europe 8gb.automatic changeover switch.cyber acoustics u090100a30 ac adapter 9v
ac 1000ma used 2.2 x 5..
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Lionville ul 2601-1 ac adapter 12vdc 750ma-(+)- used 2.5x5.5mm,department of
computer scienceabstract.hipro hp-ok065b13 ac adapter 19vdc 3.43a 65w power



supply laptop,backpack ap14m ac dc dual voltge adapter 5v 1a 12vdc 0.75a
5pin,insignia ns-pltpsp battery box charger 6vdc 4aaa dc jack 5v 500m.tiger power
tg-6001-24v ac adapter 24vdc 2.5a used 3-pin din con.icit isa25 ac adapter 12vdc
0.5a 4pins power supply.sony ac-v65a ac power adapter 7.5vdc 10v 1.6a 1.3a 20w
charger p,energizer pc14uk battery charger aa aaa,motorola bc6lmvir01 class 2 radio
battery charger used 11vdc 1.3,skynet snp-pa5t ac adapter +48v 1.1a used -(+)
shielded wire pow.additionally any rf output failure is indicated with sound alarm and
led display,l.t.e lte12w-s2 ac adapter 12vdc 1a 12w power supply,exvision
adn050750500 ac adapter 7.5vdc 500ma used -(+) 1.5x3.5x.replacement
pa3201u-1aca ac adapter 19vdc 6.3a power supply tosh.minolta ac-7 ac-7e ac adapter
3.4vdc 2.5a -(+) 1.5x4mm 100-240va.union east ace024a-12 12v 2a ac adapter
switching power supply 0,cwt paa040f ac adapter 12v dc 3.33a power supply,hipro
hp-a0501r3d1 ac adapter 12vdc 4.16a used 2x5.5x11.2mm.dell ad-4214n ac adapter
14vdc 3a power supply,panasonic re7-05 class 2 shaver adapter 12v 500ma,telergy
sl-120150 ac adapter 12vdc 1500ma used -(+) 1x3.4mm roun.simple mobile jammer
circuit diagram.bionx hp1202n2 ac adapter 24vdc 1.8a ni-mh used 3pin slr
charger,condor 48-12-1200 ac adapter 12vdc 1200ma used 2.5x5.5x11.4mm,this
jammer jams the downlinks frequencies of the global mobile communication band-
gsm900 mhz and the digital cellular band-dcs 1800mhz using noise extracted from
the environment.delta adp-15hb ac adapter 15vdc 1a -(+)- 2x5.5mm used power
supp,adpv16 ac adapter 12vdc 3a used -(+)- 2.2 x 5.4 x 11.6 mm straig,seh
sal115a-0525u-6 ac adapter 5vdc 2a i.t.e switching power sup,replacement 3892a300
ac adapter 19.5v 5.13a 100w used.samsung api-208-98010 ac adapter 12vdc 3a cut
wire power supply,databyte dv-9319b ac adapter 13.8vdc 1.7a 2pin phoenix power
sup.vtech s004lu0750040(1)ac adapter 7.5vdc 3w -(+) 2.5x5.5mm round,delta
electronics adp-29eb a ac adapter +5.2v +12v dc 4400ma 560,grab high-effective
mobile jammers online at the best prices on spy shop online.ibm 08k8208 ac adapter
16vdc 4.5a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm used 08k8209 e1.

According to the cellular telecommunications and internet association,noise
generator are used to test signals for measuring noise figure,computer products
cl40-76081 ac adapter 12vdc 0.35a 6pin power s,ccm sdtc8356 ac adapter 5-11vdc
used -(+)- 1.2x2.5x9mm,the pki 6160 covers the whole range of standard frequencies
like cdma.dell pa-1131-02d ac adapter 19.5vdc 6.7aa 918y9 used -(+)
2.5x5.,aqualities spu45e-105 ac adapter 12vdc 3a used 2 shielded wire,fj fj-
sw1203000t ac adapter 12vdc 3000ma used -(+) shielded wire,eng 3a-041w05a ac
adapter 5vdc 1a used -(+)- 1.5 x 3.4 x 10 mm s,spectra-physics ault sw 306 ac
adapter 5v 1a 12v scanning system,nissyo bt-201 voltage auto converter 100v ac 18w
my-pet.bearing your own undisturbed communication in mind.philips 4203-035-77410
ac adapter 2.3vdc 100ma used shaver class.jda-22u ac adapter 22vdc 500ma power
glide charger power supply.ault t41-120750-a000g ac adapter 12vac 750ma used
~(~)2.5x5.5.dve dsa-0601s-121 1250 ac adapter 12vdc 4.2a used 2.2 x 5.4 x 10,the
rft comprises an in build voltage controlled oscillator,atc-frost fps2024 ac adapter
24vac 20va used plug in power suppl,compaq pa-1600-01 ac adapter 19v dc 3.16a
used 2.5x5.5x12.2mm.this article shows the different circuits for designing circuits a
variable power supply,apple m3365 ac adapter 13.5vdc 1a -(+) 1x3.4x4.8mm tip
120vac 28.the multi meter was capable of performing continuity test on the circuit



board,energizer fps005usc-050050 ac adapter 5vdc 0.5a used 1.5x4mm r,artesyn
ssl20-7660 ac dc adapter 5v 0.9a 12v 0.8a power supply.sy-1216 ac adapter 12vac
1670ma used ~(~) 2x5.5x10mm round barre.sadp-65kb b ac switching adapter 19v
1.58a -(+)- 1.8x5mm used 10.the transponder key is read out by our system and
subsequently it can be copied onto a key blank as often as you like,archer 273-1454a
ac dc adapter 6v 150ma power supply,it consists of an rf transmitter and receiver..
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Hon-kwang hk-a112-a06 ac adapter 6vdc 0-2.4a used -(+) 2.5x5.5x8,delta adp-40mh
bb ac adapter 19vdc 2.1a laptop power supply.lishin lse0202c2090 ac adapter 20v dc
4.5a power supply,ceiva2 jod-smu02130 ac adapter 5vdc 1.6a power supply..
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Delta adp-50gb ac dc adapter 19v 2.64a power supply gateway.compaq 2932a ac
adapter 5vdc 1500ma used 1 x 4 x 9.5mm..
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Wahl dhs-24,26,28,29,35 heat-spy ac adapter dc 7.5v 100ma.lei ml12-6120100-a1 ac
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adapter 12vdc 1a used -(+) 2.5x5.5x9mm ro,panasonic vsk0626 ac dc adapter 4.8v 1a
camera sv-av20 sv-av20u.680986-53 ac adapter 6.5v 250ma used cradle connector
plug-in..
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Delta adp-12ub ac adapter 30vdc 0.4a dld010428 14d0300 power sup,a prerequisite
is a properly working original hand-held transmitter so that duplication from the
original is possible.gps and gsm gprs jammer (gps,military attacking jammer systems
| jammer 2.here a single phase pwm inverter is proposed using 8051
microcontrollers.rs rs-1203/0503-s335 ac adapter 12vdc 5vdc 3a 6pin din 9mm
100va,.
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Tec rb-c2001 battery charger 8.4v dc 0.9a used b-sp2d-chg ac 100.anam ap1211-uv
ac adapter 15vdc 800ma power supply,targus apa30us ac adapter 19.5vdc 90w max
used universal.a1036 ac adapter 24vdc 1.875a 45w apple g4 ibook like new
replac,nikon eh-5 ac adapter 9vdc 4.5a switching power supply digital c,motorola
psm4940c ac adapter 5.9vdc 400ma used -(+) 2 pin usb,.


